DATA SHEET FOR THE WATER HUMAN RIGHT TREATY CAMPAIGN

Subscription to the Support Committee

the undersigned I …………………., legally representing the association/body ……………………………… (name, address)

Declare that

the association/body joins the committee in support of the WATERHUMAN RIGHTTREATY.

In subscribing, we commit to (choose from the following)

- Promote and spread the proposal of a global protocol on water, both inside and outside our association (members, activists and supporter) through the exiting communication channels and with the given materials of the committee (test of the protocol, banners, imagines and posters)
- Introduce the proposal of the Protocol to other networks or partners in contact, promoting the subscription of new entities to the supporting committee
- Organize public events at national level to examine in depth the right to water and to present the Water Protocol to the citizens, to school and to any other entity that may be interested
- Subscribe and promote action of advocacy to achieve the participation of National institutions to support the proposals of the committee and defend the human right to water at all possible levels
- Identify a representative for contacts with the National supporting committee to better connect with the Waterhumanrighttreaty campaign

The representative of the association and referent for the communications and relationships with the Italian committee or global water contract is name and last name …………………………… email ………………. Phone ………………. 

Date and place

Signature of legal representative

Mail to info@waterhumanrighttreaty.org